
AFU meeting

October the 16th

Agenda:

Approvals

Reports:

Fulf

Faculty meeting

MSNU

Events:

November game night

November basement coffee

Cabin trip

Other

−→All approved

Faculty meeting:

* Espen was there

* Organized buddy week? Yes please.
Agreement for official buddy week, we need to fight for it. We also need a main
buddy, although not binding yet – Have to next week to decide – give notice if
interested.

* Payment for student council leaders – faculty: ”nah”
* Payment for student representatives – faculty: ”Sounds nice, u should try”
How: someone other than the representatives themselves should ask for it.

* The rest was mostly about the report on loneliness and feedback/transparency-
survey.

FULF meeting:

* Espen was there too.

* Buddy week hype

* Money from institute about sweaters?
Kristina think we?ll get a lot of extra money endorsement for buying AFU-
sweaters, so that they?ll be cheaper for us. Should we rather do it for the
institute than AFU (Both?)?

MSNU-meeting:

* Alex was there

* None of our suggestions were forwarded.

* Functionality of Canvas and inspera is increasing.
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* Academic writing quarter at the library exists – use it.

* Female researcher event

* Strong preference towards having norwegian speaking representatives at meet-
ings, would increase productivity alot they say. Alex at fault?
Alex urges norwegian-speaking co-students to volunteer – No one does.
(meetings are every other monday, about an hour, 400,- payment. Please vol-
unteer, people)
Espen tries a second time to urge someone to volunteer ...and: No one does.
– Statement “They should learn english” agreed upon.

* If anyone has input to MSNU, tell Alex.

Events:

* November Game Night
Institute-wide game night in Peisestua? −→Agreed upon.
What time?
−→Friday the 9th or the 2th or doodle?
We’ll doodle it

* November Basement Coffee
– We can afford it!
What time?
−→Monday the 19th 11:00? – Agreed upon.

* Cabin Trip
An email has been sent. Dates will be given to vote on.
(We’ll ski. Bring skis)

Other:

* We’ll have a tab on the whiteboard where people may write size and color for
their desired AFU-sweater.

* Throw away food that has gone bad! (Own stuff and others’ stuff). Can’t
leave that stuff laying around. Tell Renate and Renate will throw away whatever
it is, without mercy.

* Recycling bottles/boxes + paper trash:
Cans/Bottles: Ingrid Marie and Metin (decided by dice)
Paper trash: Renate volunteered
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Atending:

Espen

Daniel

Daniel

Eirik

Alex

Elizabeth

Renate

Øyvind

Metin

Ingrid Marie
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